The global existence and boundedness of a reaction-diffusion-taxis system with three interacting species, among which two species consist of predators competing for one species of prey, are investigated.
Introduction
The predator-prey model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] is a basic differential equation model describing the interaction among species, and considerable work has been done with regards to both Turing and non-Turing patterns where the latter often appears to be chaotic space [7, 8] . In general, the coexistence of prey population and predator population can be mostly described by the presence of positive steady states, while spatial patterns of the populations can be characterized by non-constant steady states, which have been studied for population models with random diffusions by various types of mathematical models, e.g. [9] [10] [11] .
In reality, prey are pursued and escape from predators in the spatial movement. Such a movement is not random but directed. The object of this paper is to study the problem for three interacting species, among which two species of predators compete for one species of prey. The model is taken to be 
x ∈ , t > 0, 
where v 1 , v 2 and u are the population densities of two predator species and one prey species, respectively; is a bounded domain in R N (N ≥ 1) with a smooth boundary ∂ ; n is the unit outer normal, and no flux boundary condition is imposed so the system is a closed one. Here f i (u) satisfies:
Biologically, f i (u) represents the consumption rate of the prey per predator. A typical example of f i is the monotone Holling Type II function, f i (u) = m i u/(a i + u), where m i > 0 is the maximal growth rate and a i > 0 is the half-saturation constant. The forms of
represent the constant level of the prey u, and the predators v 1 , v 2 have logistic growth. It is assumed that the predators v 1 , v 2 are attracted by the preys u, so they move in the direction proportional to the negative gradient of prey population. That is modeled by a prey-taxis term χ i ∇(S(v i )∇u), i = 1, 2, respectively, where the χ i are the prey-taxis coefficients, and the movement is decided also by the predator's density, which is indicated by the function S(v i ). As pointed in [12] , the sensitivity function S(u) satisfies the general hypotheses:
is continuously differentiable and S(0) = 0; (H 2 ) There exists C > 0 such that S(u) ≤ Cu for any u ≥ 0 and x ∈¯ . For example, in [13] , the sensitivity function q(u) can take the form
where ε > 0, m ≥ 1. This paper concentrates on the global existence and boundedness of system (1.1).
Local existence and preliminaries
It is noticed that (1.1) has a unique non-negative local-in-time classical solution (u(x, t), v 1 (x, t), v 2 (x, t)) by using the abstract theory of quasilinear parabolic systems in [14] . Moreover, we can obtain the following results. 
where
where M 0 (T) is a constant depending on T and
Proof From Theorem 14.6 in [14] , the local existence of (u(x, t),
It is noticed that every equation in (1.1) can be treated as a scalar linear equation in u and Also from (1.1) and
Using the Neumann boundary condition and the comparison principle again, we obtain u ≤ u * , where u * > 0 is a constant satisfying u 0 (x) = | |u * . Part 2 follows from Theorem 15.5 in [15] , so we have T max = ∞.
In order to obtain the global existence of non-negative solutions for system (1.1), we recall some preliminary estimates which will be used in our proof. First we review some well-known estimates for the diffusion semigroup with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions (see [16] ). For p ∈ (1, ∞), let A denote the sectorial operator defined by
Similarly we let A d u = -d u which satisfies the same properties as A with a scaling. Then we only collect properties of A here while the same properties for A d will be applied in the following analysis.
Lemma 2.2 Assume that m
If in addition q ≥ p, then there exist C 3 > 0 and γ > 0 such that, for any u ∈ L p ( ),
where the associated diffusion semigroup {e
over, for any p ∈ (1, ∞) and ε > 0, there exist C 4 > 0 and μ > 0 such that
which is valid for all R n -valued u ∈ L p ( ).
Global existence and boundedness of solutions
In this section we prove the global existence and boundedness of solutions for system (1.1). The main step toward the result is to establish a uniform bound of 
. Then we have
From the Neumann boundary conditions and the uniform boundedness of u in Lemma 2.1, we have
Consequently,
Now we carry out the L p bound of v 1 , v 2 for p ≥ 2. The following Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality plays a key role in our proof (see [17] for detail).
and λ satisfies
Moreover, we recall the following elementary inequality (see [18] 
Proof First we show that, for any τ ∈ (0, T max ), there exists a constant H(τ ) > 0 such that
Let τ ∈ (0, T max ) be given such that τ < 1, and choose q > n and θ ∈ ( (1 + n q ), 1). The first equation of (1.1) can be rewritten as
. Then from the variation of constants formula for (3.8), we have
From (2.4) and (2.5) we have
where C 3 denotes a generic constant that may vary from line to line. For any k ≥ 2, from (1.1), (3.9), (H 2 ) and Young's inequality, we obtain 
From Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we find that
for any k ≥ 2. Since (3.13) implies that 2λ < 2, then from (3.12) we obtain
By using Young's inequality and (3.14), we obtain
for some C 8 > 0. Combining (3.11) and (3.15), we have
Integrating (3.16), we arrive at
Similarly, we can get 18) which are the desired results.
Next we establish the L ∞ bound for v 1 (x, t), v 2 (x, t). The following Sobolev inequality will be used in forthcoming proofs.
Lemma 3.5 Let
Then, for any 1 < α ≤ 2 * and k > 0, there exists a positive constant M 0 such that
We make a key progress on the boundedness estimates of v 1 , v 2 .
Theorem 3.6 Let (u(x, t), v 1 (x, t), v 2 (x, t)) be the solution of (1.1). Assume that (F), (H 1 ) and (H 2 ) hold, then there exists a positive constant M such that
Proof We use semigroup arguments (see [13, 16] ) to get the L ∞ -bound of v 1 , v 2 . As pointed out in Theorem 3.4, by using the variation of constants formula, we have
Then we estimate the L ∞ -bound for each of E 1 , E 2 and E 3 separately. We also choose τ < 1 as done in Theorem 3.4.
For E 1 , we find that
where ϑ ∈ ( n 2q , 1), q > n and > 0.
For E 2 , set m = 0, q > n and p = ∞ in Lemma 2.2, so we can choose θ ∈ ( n 2q , 1 2 ). In this case, we have ε ∈ (0, 1 2 -θ ). Then there exist positive constants C 10 and μ such that
for all t ∈ (0, T max ). From (3.9), we have
Hence, there exists C 11 > 0 such that
Therefore, we obtain, for all t ∈ (τ , T max ),
where (x) is the Gamma function. Since
-θ -ε) is positive and real-valued.
Finally, for E 3 , by using (2.4) and (2.5), we have
where C 3 denotes a generic constant that may vary from line to line, and (1 -θ ) > 0 for 1 -θ > 0. For p > n, from the Sobolev embedding theorem, we have
Therefore, by (3.22), (3.26) and (3.28), we see that v 1 (·, t) ∞ is bounded for t ∈ (0, T max ). Similarly, we see that v 2 (·, t) ∞ is bounded for t ∈ (0, T max ). Lemma 2.1 part 2 implies that T max = ∞ and therefore (u(x, t), v 1 (x, t), v 2 (x, t)) is bounded for all (x, t) ∈ × (0, ∞). Proof Combining the results established in Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.6, we obtain the desired conclusions.
Conclusions
This paper focuses on the global existence and boundedness of system (1.1) under more general conditions. The fact that two predators compete for one prey species makes it harder to study the global dynamics for this model, and our analysis would also apply to other three component systems for the L ∞ estimates.
